
Discover the unparalleled engagement and captivating appeal of the Sports Simulator, a cutting-edge solution 
embraced by industry leaders like Continental Tyres to captivate potential customers. With its visually stunning 
enhancements, the Sports Simulator transports players to the world’s most iconic stadiums, offering them the thrill 
of participating in various game challenges. Featuring live online leaderboards, the Sports Simulator fosters spirited 
competition, showcasing the top 10 best scores to inspire and motivate players. Designed to accommodate every 
major sport, this immersive platform empowers partners and sponsors to capitalise on their marketing efforts by 
promoting their products and services. Boasting the largest product range in the market, the Sports Simulator also 
offers tailored game challenges to meet each client’s unique needs. With an impressive offering of 60+ sports, 
1,500+ game challenges, 3,500+ playable stadiums and many more in development, this ground-breaking platform 
consistently leads the market with superior graphics and unmatched accuracy. As evidenced by the attached images, 
the Sports Simulator allows exhibition stand builders to create captivating displays centered around the simulator, 
ensuring maximum exposure for their clients. This guarantees that their booth will be the star attraction at any event.
The Sports Simulator also allows for seamless integration of custom artwork, such as rotating banners, on-pitch 
signage, video plasma screens, 3D objects, and player kits, making it the ultimate immersive experience. With its 
intuitive interface, anyone with basic mobile phone skills can effortlessly operate the simulator. Embrace the future 
of customer engagement with the Sports Simulator a professional, informative and visually stunning platform 
designed to captivate and inspire. Click to View the Sports Simulator Blog.
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CONTINENTAL TYRES

PROMOTING THEIR BRAND TO FANS OF ALL MAJOR EUROPEAN 
SPORTS SUCH AS SIX NATIONS RUGBY & ENGLISH FOOTBALL

https://www.sportssimulator.com/
https://www.continental-tyres.co.uk/
https://www.sportssimulator.com/post/continental-tyres
http://WWW.SPORTSSIMULATOR.COM
https://www.sportssimulator.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SportsSimulator/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sportscoachsimulator/
https://www.instagram.com/sports_simulator/
https://www.youtube.com/user/SportsSimulatorLtd/playlists

